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Introduction
On the following slides you will find 3 questions. You’ll learn how to add a different 
item type to each. 

1. A multiple choice question. This is probably the simplest item type to create.

2. A matching question. This is one of our favorites!

3. A diagram to be used with the hotspot item type. We absolutely love this one 
as it has applications across all subject areas.

Just follow the directions on the left of each slide to create the different item types 
on the right! SUPER SIMPLE!



Multiple Choice
Click and draw a box where you want 
the multiple choice bubbles to be 
located. 

Select Multiple Choice from the pop-up 
INSERT menu. 

Set # of answers to 4. 

Choose the correct answer to set up 
auto-grading. You can also click on the 
Edit button to make formatting choices.

Machu Picchu is located in 
which South American Country?

Columbia

Argentina

Chile

Peru



Matching
Use the mouse to draw a box around the 
word Cat.

Select Matching from the pop-up INSERT 
menu.

Draw another box around the word Meow.

Connect the two boxes to create the answer 
key.

● While Meow is still red, hold the shift 
key and click on Cat.

● Make sure there’s a dotted line 
between the pair and the boxes are 
green.

Match the animal with the sound 
it makes.

Animal Sound

Cat Tweet

Dog Meow

Bird Woof



Hot Spot
Draw a square around a leaf..

Select Hot Spot from the pop-up INSERT 
menu. 

Click on the blue Edit button to make scoring 
and formatting choices for each possible 
answer. 

Repeat these steps for the roots and rest of 
the flower.

To join Hot Spots together into a group, hold 
down the Shift key and click on each hot 
spot.

Click on the part of the plant where 
photosynthesis takes place



How did you do?

TeacherMade makes adding interactions to slides extremely easy. Teachers can 
take back time and spend that time teaching! 

If you ever have any questions or would like to schedule a training, please feel 
free to contact us at 

                      support@teachermade.com

Let us know if you need anything from us! We love to help!

mailto:support@teachermade.com

